UNLOCK
UNCHARTED
POTENTIAL
THROUGH
ADVENTURE IN
THE GREAT
OUTDOORS.

ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME ADVENTURE AWAITS!
Students at Great Circle Academy have an exciting opportunity to experience the great outdoors via Great Circle’s renowned
Meramec Adventure Learning Ranch, located on 1,200 pristine acres in Steelville, MO. The Ranch and its accredited staff specialize
in providing life-changing experiences through adventure therapy and experiential learning.
Students will enjoy a weekend trip once a semester - a team building weekend in the fall and an end-of-year celebration in the
spring. The focus of these trips is on growing resilient character attributes and re-framing internalized scripts, which supports the
students’ recovery process and helps sustain healthy lives of service and meaning. A week-long summer camp is also available
at an additional fee.
The Ranch’s therapeutic adventure and wilderness trips provide students with once-in-a-lifetime experiences, practical knowledge,
vital life lessons, and an opportunity to develop new healthy passions. An integral part of Great Circle Academy’s comprehensive
approach, the trips complement other evidence-based therapies used throughout our school.
Backpacking, climbing, primitive skills, spelunking and other adventure activities are catalysts to create rapid and sustainable
changes in behavior, attitudes, beliefs and perceptions, which is critical in successfully combating addictions.
Through purposeful, goal-oriented, group-related experiences, we want students to:
•

Develop awareness, respect and interdependence in group settings

•

Recognize and apply their unique design in the service of others

•

Reconstruct perceptions to nurture hope

•

Transform brokenness into meaningful purpose and direction

•

Experience joy in living

Along with building an interest in outdoor activities, the trips challenge participants therapeutically, physically and mentally.
Students learn the importance of training, planning and team building before the trips. During the expeditions, participants must
work together to successfully complete multiple adventure challenges. The experiences are carefully planned to help the student
move closer to achieving his/her therapeutic goals.
Activities may include:
•

Team courses and climbing

•

High challenge courses

•

Kayaking and canoeing

•

Primitive skills building

•

Many other adventure-based activities!

LEARN MORE ABOUT GREAT CIRCLE ACADEMY’S
MERAMEC RANCH AND ADVENTURE TRIPS BY E-MAILING:
GreatEducation@greatcircle.org

